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ExploreHRM

Introduction
The new ExploreHRM has been developed to help people find location-related information about Halifax Regional Municipality. Most
of the data presented in this application is available in raw format in Halifax’s Open Data Portal.
This guide has been developed to help you navigate through the tools and widgets that have been made available using the ArcGIS
Online platform from Esri.
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Figure 1 Explore HRM - User Interface
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Top Left Panel – Navigation and Search Widgets
Search
The search box allows you to search for an address, parcel identifier (PID), or
assessment account number (AAN). Additionally, you may search using coordinates.
The longitude must be typed in first, followed by the latitude (ie -63.85, 44.7).
❖ To begin searching, select from the search drop-down menu one of the
following;
• All – Searches all the options listed below
• HRM Civic Address – Searches HRM’s address locator
• Search by PID – Searches for parcels by parcel ID
• Search by AAN – Searches for parcels by assessment account number
❖ Start typing into the search box an address, PID, or AAN. You will see suggestions
as you type.
*Note; if you do not manually select an option, then it will use All by default

Zoom In/Out
Click the plus or minus button to zoom in or out on the map. Additionally, you can also
scroll forwards or backwards using your mouse wheel, to zoom in or out.

Home
Click on the home button to navigate back to the initial extent of the map.

Zoom Extent
Click on the arrows to navigate to the previous (left arrow) or next (right arrow) extent
of the map.
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Right Panel – Information and Print Widgets
Help Centre
Click the Help Centre widget icon to display information on how to use the app.

Print
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click the print icon to open the Print widget.
Enter a title for the map in the Map Title text box (if desired).
Select the applicable Layout and Format.
Click Print. A progress bar will display indicating that your map is being created.
*Note; the progress bar may take a few seconds to appear.

5. Once the print file is ready, a link will appear (Figure 3) for you to click on to open
your map. Your map will open in a new tab within your browser.
6. If desired, click Clear Prints to clear the print history.

Print Job is Complete!

Figure 2 Print Widget

Figure 3 Print Widget - Print job is complete
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Basemap Gallery
The Basemap Gallery widget presents a list of maps that are available to use as the
background for the app, from aerial photography to more standard thematic maps.
The default basemap is “Halifax Greyscale.” All basemaps named “Halifax…” are built
from municipal data sources and are updated daily, whereas the municipality has no
control over the other third-party basemap. Other basemaps are produced by third
parties and may have dated or inaccurate information.
For questions on the different basemaps in the gallery, view the Common Questions

Figure 3 Basemap Gallery
*Note; Basemap settings will not be saved for future sessions.
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Pop-up Information
When clicking on a feature to get information, you will see a pop-up window that
contains information on the first layer the application finds. To scroll through the pop-up
window results, click on the small arrow in the top right of the pop-up.

Click right arrow to scroll through
the pop-ups

Figure 4 Clicked on bus stop (highlighted) to get pop-up information. Total of 4 pop-ups
selected. Bus Stop is 1 of 4 pop-ups. To scroll through the pop-up information, click the right
arrow on the right-hand side of the pop-up window

Click left/right arrow to scroll
through the pop-ups

Figure 5 Clicked right arrow, found on the right-hand side of the pop-up window, to scroll
to next popup, 2 of 4. Click left arrow to go to previous pop-up and right arrow to go
forward.

Note: To limit/control the number of popups selected use the enable/disable pop-ups in the
layer list. To learn more, view the Layer List Widget
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Lower Centre Panel – Interactive Map Widget Tray
Legend
The Legend widget displays labels and corresponding symbols for layers currently visible
on the map.

Figure 6 Legend Widget
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Layer List
The Layer List widget provides a list of operational layers and their symbols, and allows
you to turn individual layers on or off. The check box to the left of each layer allows you
to turn a layer on or off. *Note; Layers are grayed out when zoomed out beyond their visible extents.

Figure 7 Layer List Widget

•

Layer Turned On

•

Layer Turned Off

❖ The
icon on the upper right, next to Operational Layers, controls the behavior
of all layers in the list. Clicking on this icon allows you turn on or off all the layers,
or expand or collapse all the layers.
❖ Click the ellipsis
to the right of a layer to display the layer menu, which
includes the following functions:
•
•
•

Zoom To – Sets the map extent to the entire extent of the layer.
Transparency – Sets the transparency for the layer.
Enable Pop-up / Disable Pop-up – Enables or disables the pop-up for the
layer. Having this enabled allows the user to view a feature’s associated
information by simply clicking on it.
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•

Show Labels / Hide Labels – Turns labels on or off. *Note; Some layers have not

•
•

Move up – Moves the layer one level up in the list.
Move down – Moves the layer one level down in the list.

been configured to show labels, and will therefore not have this displayed as an available
option.

Figure 8 Layer list - Layer Drop-Down Menu
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Bookmark
The Bookmark widget stores a collection of map view extents (that is, spatial
bookmarks) displayed in the app. Clicking one of the bookmark thumbnails in the list
sets the map extent to the bookmark area.

Figure 9 Bookmark Widget

❖ You can add additional bookmarks by navigating to your desired location and
clicking on the Add button at the top of the bookmark widget window.
❖ To delete a bookmark that you have created, click the bookmark icon to
highlight it first, then click the Delete button.
❖ Bookmarks you create will be saved in your browser, and will persist from one
session to the next until you clear your browser history.

Delete

Figure 10 Bookmark Widget - Add / Delete bookmark
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Measure
Click the widget icon to open the Measurement widget. This widget can be used to
measure a coordinate, distance, or area.
❖ Location (Coordinate) Measurement - Click the location measurement icon
and click a point on the map. The Measurement widget displays the coordinates
for the point in Degrees. You may change the coordinate display format to
degrees/minutes/seconds by changing the Degrees drop-down to DMS.
❖ Distance Measurement - Click the distance measurement icon
and draw a
line on the map by clicking two or more points. Double-click to finish. The
Measurement widget displays the total length of the line in Meters. To change
the length unit, select the applicable unit of measure from the Meters drop-down
menu.
❖ Area Measurement - Click the area measurement icon
and draw a polygon
on the map by clicking three or more points. Double-click to finish. The
Measurement widget displays the total area of the polygon in Sq Meters. To
change the area unit, select the applicable unit of measure from the Sq Meters
drop-down menu.

Figure 11 Measurement Widget

Figure 12 Measurement Widget - Changing Units of Measurement
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Draw
The Draw widget allows you to add temporary graphics (points, lines, circles, …etc.)
and text to the map.

Figure 13 Draw Widget

Draw – A Point Symbol
❖ Select the Point representation and select appropriate symbol.
❖ Move your cursor over the map where you would like to add a point, and left
click once

Point

Symbol

Figure 14 Draw a point

Figure 15 New point added to map
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Draw – A Line
❖ Select the Line (or Polyline, or Freehand Polyline) representation and select
appropriate symbol. You may also change the transparency, adjust the line
width, and show measurements.
❖ Move your cursor over the map, press down your left mouse button to start
drawing, and let go to finish.

Line

Symbol

Figure 16 Draw a line

Figure 17 New line added to map

Draw – A Polygon
❖ Select the Polygon (or Triangle, Extent, Circle, Ellipse, or Freehand Polygon)
representation and select appropriate symbol. You may also change the
transparency, adjust the line width, and show measurements.
❖ Move your mouse over the map, click once to start drawing, and double click to
finish.
❖ If desired, turn on Show Measuements, which will diplay the size of the feature
that you have drawn.
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Polygon

Symbol

Figure 18 Draw a polygon

Figure 19 Draw a polygon

Draw – Text
❖ Select Text. You may also change the font colour and font size.
❖ Type into the preview box your desired label, move your cursor over the map
where you would like to add a label, and left click once.

Text

Figure 20 Daw text

Figure 21 Daw text

❖ Click Undo or Redo to undo or redo the drawing features, or click Clear to
remove all of them.
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Query
The Query widget enables you to search for various features within the application.
Enter your search criteria by either typing into the search window OR by clicking on the
drop-down menu and selecting from the list of available options. Once entered /
selected, click on Apply to begin searching.
❖ Click on the Query widget icon to open. Select from the available options what
type of query you would like to perform.
❖ Begin typing into the search box
❖ Select the desired result from the drop-down menu, and click on Apply (Figure
23).
❖ The map will zoom to the full extent of the resulting feature(s)
❖ The resulting feature(s) will be highlighted in yellow (Figure 24)
❖ The resulting query will also add a new layer to the Layer List (Figure 25)
❖ To remove your query result(s)open the Query widget window (if not open
already), click on the Results tab, and from the ellipsis
drop-down menu,
select Remove this result (Figure 26)

Figure 22 Query Widget

Figure 23 Query Widget
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Figure 24 Extent of queried feature (highlighted in yellow)

Figure 25 Query results in the Layer List

Figure 26 Remove query result
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Near Me
The Near Me widget allows you to search for features that are within a certain distance
of a location. You may search for a location by typing into the search box; a civic
address, parcel identification number (PID), or an assessment acount number (AAN). To
use the Near me widget;
❖ Define the area you want to buffer by adjusting the slider to the desired distance
(search radius).
❖ Select from the search drop-down menu one of the following;
•
•
•
•

All – Searches all the options listed below
HRM Civic Address – Searches HRM’s address locator
Search by PID – Searches for parcels by parcel ID
Search by AAN – Searches for parcels by assessment account number

*Note; if you do not manually select an option, then it will use All by default

❖ Type into the search box an address, PID, or AAN or click a location directly on
the map to define the location to be buffered.
❖ You will see a list of the features found within the defined buffer for each layer as
well as a count of how many features belong to each layer.

Figure 27 Near Me search radius

Figure 28 Near Me Search Options
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Figure 29 Near Me - Resulting List of Features
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Add Data
This widget enables you to add additional spatial layers to your map. To Add data from
our Open Data catalogue;
❖ In the Add Data widget, search for the layer you want to add to the map. Click ADD
under the layer name.
❖ Once you have added a layer, it will appear in the Layer List widget (Figure 32), as
well as on the map.
❖ To remove the layer, click on REMOVE
*Note; The layer will only remain present in your current session. Refreshing the application will
result in the layer no longer being present.

Figure 30 Add Data

Figure 31 Search for layer

Figure 32 Added layer in the Layer List

Figure 33 Remove layer
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To add layers by URL;
❖ Click the URL tab
❖ Choose a type and enter the URL. Click Add to add the data to the map. The
added layer will appear in the Layer List widget as well. The following types are
supported through the URL:
•
•
•
•
•

ArcGIS Server web service
WMS OGC web service
KML layer
GeoRSS feed
CSV file

❖ To remove a layer, click Layers in the lower right corner of the widget. In

the Layers panel, click the Remove Layer button
remove it.

Figure 34 Add by URL

next to the layer to

Figure 35 Remove URL layer
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Data Matrix
The following matrix displays a list of data layers; where the data is located and details
about the data availability.

Layer
Name
Base Layers
Civic
Addresses
Streets

Where can I find
this layer?
Application Name

Comments

ExploreHRM
Incorporated in Halifax
Basemap & Halifax
Greyscale Basemap

User(s) can add Street Centrelines using the
Add Data Widget

Railroads

Incorporated in Halifax
Basemap & Halifax
Greyscale Basemap

Communities

ExploreHRM

HRM Core
Boundaries

Not Currently Available

Property
Boundaries
Building Use

ExploreHRM

Airport

Incorporated in Halifax
Basemap & Halifax
Greyscale Basemap

Government
Owned
Properties
HRM Owned
Land

Not Currently Available

Under-Review - Dataset under review for
future Open Data release

Not Currently Available

Under-Review - Dataset under review for
future Open Data release

Under-Review - Dataset under review for
future Open Data release

ExploreHRM

Planning Information
Zoning

ExploreHRM

By Law Areas

ExploreHRM

Service
Requirements

Not Currently Available

View Planes

ExploreHRM

Height
Precincts

Not Currently Available

Under-Review - Dataset under review for
future Open Data release
Under-Review - Dataset under review for
future Open Data release
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Building
Permits

ExploreHRM

Under-Review - Identified as a Future
Enhancement

Administrative Boundaries
Tax
Designation
Polling Districts

ExploreHRM

Capital
Districts

Not Currently Available

ExploreHRM
Under-Review - Dataset under review for
future Open Data release

Community
ExploreHRM
Councils
Natural Features
Primary
Watershed

Not Longer Available

Wetlands

Not Longer Available

Wetlands
Saltwater

Not Longer Available

Lakes

Incorporated in Halifax
Basemap & Halifax
Greyscale Basemap

Streams

Incorporated in Halifax
Basemap & Halifax
Greyscale Basemap

Under-Review - Identified as a Future
Enhancement - Province of Nova Scotia
Service
Under-Review - Identified as a Future
Enhancement - Province of Nova Scotia
Service
Under-Review - Identified as a Future
Enhancement - Province of Nova Scotia
Service

Municipal Services
Fire Stations

ExploreHRM

Police Stations

ExploreHRM

Ferry Routes

Incorporated in Halifax
Basemap & Halifax
Greyscale Basemap

Bus Stops

ExploreHRM

User(s) can find fire stations in the Buildings
of Interest Layer
User(s) can find police stations in the
Buildings of Interest Layer
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Snow Removal
Service Levels

Winter Street
Information - Interactive
map

The Snow Removal Services levels is now
viewable in the Winter Street Information
application.
User(s) can access that application by
1. Visiting the Winter Operations Halifax.ca
page to see the
Winter Street Information Application
(Embedded)
https://www.halifax.ca/transportation/winte
r-operations/winter-street-information
2. Clicking the following link to view in full
screen the
Winter Street Information Application
https://hrm.maps.arcgis.com/apps/View/in
dex.html?appid=653ab06999414ca3b022b6
246b63f149

Garbage /
Recycling
Days

ExploreHRM

Other Services
Hospitals

ExploreHRM

Schools

ExploreHRM

User(s) can find hospitals in the Buildings of
Interest Layer
User(s) can find Schools in the Buildings of
Interest Layer

Recreation and Facilities
Recreation
Facilities

ExploreHRM

User(s) can find Recreation Facilities in the
Buildings of Interest Layer

Community
Centres

ExploreHRM

User(s) can find Community Centres in the
Buildings of Interest Layer

Event Centres

ExploreHRM

User(s) can find Event Centres in the
Buildings of Interest Layer
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Recreational
Points

Find a Park - Interactive
map

The Recreational Points is now viewable in
the Find a Park application.
User(s) can access that application by
1. Visiting the Parks & Outdoor spaces
Halifax.ca page to see the
Find a Park Application (Embedded)
https://www.halifax.ca/recreation/parkstrails-gardens/parks-outdoor-spaces
2. Clicking the following link to view in full
screen the
Find a Park Application
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/View/index.
html?appid=70fed2c8741f469a8abb978244
0ca378&embed

HRM Parking
Lot

Not Currently Available

Boat Facilities

ExploreHRM

On Road Bike
Routes

Not Currently Available

Trails

ExploreHRM

HRM Parks

ExploreHRM

Provincial
Parks

Not Currently Available

Contours

ExploreHRM

Under-Review - Dataset under review for
future Open Data release
Under-Review - Dataset under review for
future Open Data release

Under-Review - Identified as a Future
Enhancement - Province of Nova Scotia
Service
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